
 

Pop-Kultur lokal: Call for Concepts / Deadline: 20/04/2021, 11 a.m. 

  

»Pop-Kultur lokal« is back in another round, aiming to present some of the  
most interesting Berlin locations and their networks – locally or online. We 

encourage you as organisers to apply with your idea for an event focussing on 

music, but which can also be interdisciplinary or discursive. 

  

Spread the word, and let us know by the 20th of April 20, 2021, at 11 o 'clock 

via the application form below. Selected projects will receive a grant of 

2,500€ for their implementation. If possible, events should take place outdoors 

with appropriate hygienic precautions; in the event that the situation does not 

allow for this, we also ask that you indicate an alternative online version of 

the project. The events themselves will have free admission. 

  

This programme focusses mainly on performances by Berlin-based musicians,  
which may be combined with DJ sets or talks (all participants should be based 

in Berlin). When planning the content of each event, please be sure that female 

artists make up 50% of the overall lineup. Applicants are required to ensure 

barrier-free access to the event and should also try to book people with 

disability. Applications that demonstrate a commitment to diversity will be 

given preference. 

  

The events to be funded will be determined by a jury composed of: DENA 

(musician), Michael Aniser (Off-Kultur), Dominique Schweizer (Amiont), Anton 

Teichmann (Off-Kultur), Ella Zwietnig (musician, UMA), as well as Lisa Herzog 

(Pop-Kultur). »Pop-Kultur lokal« will be connected to the festival's official 

communications office and will receive financial and marketing support from 

Pop-Kultur. 

  

The events will take place between June and August 2021. Preference will be 

given to event organisers who have not yet received funding from Musicboard. 

  

The application form is available online or as a PDF. 
Contact: info@pop-kultur.berlin 

https://forms.gle/toU2V2AhsHP3szuk6
mailto:info@pop-kultur.berlin

